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A dependence of hadron-nucleus massive lepton pair production
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Nuclear effects in the small x region of hadron-nucleus Drell-Yan processes at 800 GeV are analyzed.
We employ the parton recombination model to describe the suppression in the R f&„(x2}ratio and we

compare it with Rz«(x), in the same kinematical region. Our results show that shadowing effects in

Drell-Yan and deep inelastic scattering processes admit a description based on this model in both cases
but with different characteristic parameters. Good agreement with experimental results is obtained.

PACS number(s}: 25.40.Ve, 13.85.Qk, 24.85.+p, 25.30.—c

I. INTRODUCTION

Massive lepton pair hadroproduction has been the sub-
ject of continuous study in the last two decades, contrib-
uting largely to the understanding of hadronic structure
[1—5]. In such processes, the hadron-hadron interaction
gives rise to a highly virtual timelike photon, whose ex-
perimental signature is the decay into a massive lepton
pair. It is also well established that quantum chromo-
dynamics provides the theoretical basis for the descrip-
tion of the physical mechanism involved [6].

Recent very high-energy hadron-nucleus Drell-Yan
(DY) experiments have shown an A (mass number)
dependence of the normalized cross sections at small
values of x (x2), the Bjorken variable related to the target
[7,8]. This fact, once analyzed in terms of structure func-
tions, immediately suggests that a parton in a nucleus
behaves differently than it does in an isolated nucleon.
This experimental evidence for DY is aligned with a simi-
lar one observed in deep inelastic scattering (DIS) [9] and
heavy quark hadroproduction [10—13] in the equivalent
kinematical region.

In previous work, the A dependence of n and p J/g
at 125 GeV was analyzed [14]. There, the parton recom-
bination model for shadowing [15—17] together with a
further suppression due to final-state interactions [18—20]
were used to account for the observed efFects.

Good results obtained there lead us to undertake a de-
tailed analysis of DY processes on nuclei in order to
disentangle initial state from final-state effects. In other
words, we try to distinguish parton shadowing from the
so-called hadron shadowing [21]. Our purpose is to in-
vestigate comparatively the parton recombination contri-
bution in DIS off nuclei and in hadron-nucleus DY pro-
cesses. This comparison is possible if we assume the va-
lidity of the usual hypothesis of factorization of the ha-
dronic cross section in the kinematical region of interest.
In this case, nuclear effects will be present only in the ini-
tial parton interaction because the final produced parti-
cles, a pair of muons, do not see the nuclear medium.
This is not the case for the J/g production which in-

volves gluon distribution functions [22] and even raises
the discussion of breaking of the factorization [23]. It
should be mentioned that the general analysis of nuclear
effects in massive lepton pair production was already
done in Ref. [24]. Here we use this formalism in the con-
text of the parton recombination ideas.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we
present a study of the shadowing effects present in the re-
cent DIS experimental data for small x values based on
the parton recombination model. In Sec. III a similar
description of DY processes is considered in order to dis-
cuss the A dependence of the cross section. Finally in
Sec. IV we summarize our results and present our con-
clusions.

II. SHADOWING EFFECTS IN DIS

xq,"(x,Q i)= Axq; (x, Q ) —5xq; (x, Q ),
xg "(x,Q )= Axg (x, Q ) —5xg (x, Q ) . (lb)

The first term on the right-hand side of both expressions
grows linearly with 3, as expected in a naive parton
model while the second term includes perturbative
recombination effects through the appropriate ladder
graph contributions. The minus sign, coming from the
explicit calculation, shows the induced reduction of nu-

One of the most interesting features of the recent
lepton-nucleus DIS data is the so-called shadowing effect:
the suppression of the ratio of structure functions
R =I'2" /Ii& in the region of small x values [9,25]. It is
found that this effect is more pronounced as A increases
and when x decreases, being essentially independent of
the momentum transfer Q .

A possible QCD description of these phenomena was
proposed by Mueller and Qiu [15] in terms of parton
recombination efFects through a modification of the
Gribov-Lipatov-Altarelli-Parisi (GLAP) equations [26].
In this model the nuclear distributions of sea quarks
xq, "(x,Qz) and gluons xg "(x,Q ), respectively, are given
by
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(2a)

—g "(x,go)=Rs(x, go, A)g (x, Qo) . (2b)

The factors R, and Rg are given by

clear parton distributions when compared with the free
nucleon one.

For a low density parton recombination the previously
introduced nuclear distributions can be written, for a
fixed value of Q =Qo [15],as

—q;"(x,QO)=R, (x, go, A)q; (x, go),
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where the parameters k, and k measure the recombina-
tion amount of the corresponding distributions.

Notice that the shadowing efFect arises when the longi-
tudinal size of the parton hZ =1/xP exceeds the nucleon
size EZJv =2roM/P for x &xc= I/2Mro, where P, M,
and ro are the nucleon momentum, mass, and radius, re-

spectively. A saturation efFect occurs when hZ, referred
to the parton, is greater than the nucleus longitudinal size
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FIG. 1. The parton recombination model predictions are
compared with the REMc data [9].

RFMC =F2 /F2 R, (x, Qo, A )R~(x) . (5)

The R, factor takes into account the European Muon
Collaboration (EMC) effect in the intermediate x region
[17].

We applied this model to the recent REMC experimen-
tal data. In Fig. 1 we present the result of our analysis
based on the parton recombination model of Eq. (5). Be-
ing mostly interested in the small x region we decided to
parametrize the R, factor simply as a straight line

R, (x) =x/x& +k, (1—x/x, ),
where x, is the x value for R, = 1 and k, is the value for
R, (0), in order to describe data in the EMC region
(x)0.2). In this way we are also able to simulate the an-

Because recombination occurs only in the very low x re-
gion, it should be dominant for gluons and sea quarks.
Using these distributions as an input in the modified
GLAP equations, a small Q dependence of shadowing
phenomena is obtained in accordance with experimental
data. This fact together with the mentioned sea quark
distribution dominance in the very small x region allows
us to approximate the R EMc ratio as

tishadowing present in the region 0.1 &x & 0.2 [21,27]. In
the shadowing region the recombination prediction was
calculated for xz =0.18 and three values of the k, param-
eter (0.1,0.15,0.2) in the case of C/ H and Cu/ H ratios.
In the Sn/ H case only the best description is shown, ob-
tained with the parameters k, =0.2 and xc =0.8 in accor-
dance with the parameters used in Refs. [16,17]. Figure 1

shows that the parton recombination model is able to de-
scribe low-x DIS data quite well.

We focused our analysis on this EMC data since a
larger variation in A is covered and their presentation as
a ratio allows a more substantial comparison between
DIS and DY. In fact, other DIS data is available in the
literature [28]. Those that are presented as F2" alone are
not useful for the purposes of this work, and those con-
cerning very small x attain the saturation region, which is
critical for the recombination model, due to increasing
higher twist contributions [29,30].

III. A DEPENDENCE
OF THE DRKLL-VAN CROSS SECTION

As stated in the Introduction, the result obtained in
describing the RFMC ratio within the theoretical ideas of
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the parton recombination model suggests studying DY
processes, in particular, in the small x (xz) region, in the
same framework.

It is well known that the DY processes hN ~p+IJ, +X
have a simple partonic description: one quark (or anti-
quark) of the hadron h annihilates with an antiquark
(quark} of the nucleon N. This annihilation generates a
photon y with momentum Q )0, which decays into a
pair of leptons with the invariant mass M + =Q2. If

P
x, and x2 are the momentum fraction carried by the in-
cident and target quarks, respectively, the invariant mass
M may be written as M =x&xzs, where s is the square
of the c.m. energy. The fraction xz of the longitudinal
momentum P carried by the muon pair is given by

xF —~ —maximum (x i x2 } &

and the r fraction, r=M /s =x,x2. The above con-
siderations are obviously extended to the case
hA ~p+p +X, when the target is a nucleus A. Using
the QCD factorization of the hadronic process, the
differential cross section can be written as follows:

y2g hA —p+p +g

dxidx2

4@a K y ~2[qh(x Q2)q ~A( Q2)

+q,"(x„Q)q,"(x2,Q~) ],
(6)

where a is the electromagnetic coupling constant and the
factor E takes into account higher-order QCD correc-
tions [5]. In fact, the QCD leading log corrections ex-
ponentiate, while the nonleading ones appear as calcul-
able multiplicative contributions.

The above description of the DY process presents a
useful feature for the understanding of nuclear effects be-
cause the incident hadron distributions q;"(xi, Q ) and

q,"(x„Q) behave as weight functions to the target distri-
butions q;"( z,xg ) and q;"(xz, g ), respectively. Thus
different hadrons with different quark content can
enhance alternatively the quark or antiquark target dis-
tributions. For example, in m. A ~p p +X processes,
the incident hadron carries a valence antiquark u; and
the dominant subprocess is u „+u„"~iM+iM (v and s
denote the valence and sea quarks, respectively}. In
p 3 ~p+p +X, no valence antiquarks are present in the
incident hadron and the dominant subprocesses is
qi'+q,~~@+@,where we use the notation q„=g; q„;.
Then the m A DY process is useful in the investigation of
the nucleus valence quark distributions while the p A pro-
cess is sensitive to the sea content of the nucleus. These
features together with the fact that the muon pair has a
negligible interaction with the nucleus, show that the DY
process is a powerful experimental tool in the investiga-
tion of parton distributions in nuclei.

Nuclear effects in DY processes, as in DIS, are usually
measured by differential cross section ratios. We are par-
ticularly interested in the R DY(x2) defined by
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FIG. 2. The curves represent the product of the distributions

q„q, and q, q„plotted as a function of x &, keeping x2 as a fixed
parameter. Each subprocess contribution is proportional to the
area below the curve.
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FIG. 3. The comparison of the DIS and DY results in the
low-x (x2) region is shown. The traced curve represents the
REMC ratio calculated using parton recombination. The con-
tinuous curve represents the 8 g(x2 }ratio calculated using Eq.
(8) with the same parameters.

where the differential cross section there are obtained by
integrating Eq. (6) in the x, variable. Notice that in this
expression, the mentioned E factors cancelled out [24].
This assumption implies that the main 3-dependent
dynamical corrections are effectively taken into account
by the recombination approach.

The nuclear effects in DY processes have already been
studied in the EMC region 0.2 (x2 &0.6, within the Q-
[24] and x-rescaling models [31] in connection with the
NA10 data [7] m. W~p+p +X at 140 and 280 GeV.
This result based on QCD factorization in the intermedi-
ate x region supports the validity of the rescaling models
in DY processes.

Recently, the E772 Fermilab experiment [8] has re-
ported a measurement of R DY(x2) in the proton-nucleus
interactions at 800 GeV for C, Ca, Fe, and W targets,
within the x2 interval 0.04(x2(0.3. In the region
x2 0.1 the rescaling model predictions are consistent
with the experimental data. However, in the small x2 re-
gion (xz (0.1), the Rg(xz) ratio presents a slight but
significant depletion, which becomes more pronounced
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TABLE I. The recombination factors of Fig. 4 compared

with those of DIS.
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when the atomic weight of the target increases. This
R f,v(xz ) behavior is similar to that of REMC in the small
x region, i.e., the DY presents a shadowinglike effect.
These results and the dependence of cross sections on sea
quark distributions as discussed above suggest that par-
ton recombination effects should be present in these pro-
cesses.

The application of the recombination parton model in
the Rg(xz) ratio requires some further discussion. For
a fixed value of the x2 variable, the x, integration must
lie in the interval x2 x, ~ 1. It includes the experimen-
tal cutoff in the muon pair mass M ~4 GeV and
9~M&11 GeV, present in the data in order to avoid
quarkonium resonances. Another important point is the

FIG. 4. The predictions of parton recombination are com-
pared with the experimental R f,"„data.

contribution of each subprocess to the DY cross section.
As we have already stressed, the proton-induced DY pro-
cesses are dominated by the quark-antiquark annihilation
subprocesses q~+q, ~p+p . Nevertheless, the x& in-

tegration interval corresponds to the xF interval
0&x~ & I —xz. Then the calculation of the Rg(xz) ra-
tio will include a contribution from xF &0.2, where the

q ~+q, ~p+p subprocess is also important. These
contributions are shown in Fig. 2. The curves correspond
to the product of the distributions q„q, and q, q, as a
function of x, , keeping x2 as a fixed parameter. Each
subprocess contribution is proportional to the area below
the curve. The q, q, contribution decreases as x2 in-

creases, while the q, q„one increases. This result clearly
indicates that the q, q, subprocess must be taken into ac-
count in the calculations. Numerical results are almost
independent of the quark parametrization used.

As a consequence of the previous discussion and the
fact that parton recombination effects are important only
for the sea distributions, the ratio Rgv(xz) can be writ-
ten as

Rg(xz)=
]

R, (xz) ge;[q„(x,, Q )q„;(xz,Q )+R,q;(x„Q)q„(xz,Q )]dx,
1

Pe;[q „(x&Q )q.;(xz Q )+q.;(x& Q )q „(xzQ')ldx&
(8)

where e; denotes the quark charge. In this expression the
R, factor takes care of the recombination while the
R, (xz) accounts for the EMC eFect. The x, integration
includes the mass cutoff already discussed.

In Fig. 3, the experimental data for R+(xz) and for
REMC=Ez" /Fz are presented together with the corre-
sponding parton recombination predictions. Notice that
the REMC curve coincides with that of Fig. 1, while the
R+ was obtained by using the DIS parameters k, =0.2
and x& =0.18. This difference could be originated in the

fq~q„ term of Eq. (8) which is not affected by parton
recombination. In any case, the amount of parton recom-
bination which is needed to describe shadowing on DIS
overestimates shadowing in DY processes.

The above conclusion is corroborated when the parton
recombination prediction [Eq. (8)] is adjusted for each
atomic nucleus with success. Figure 4 shows the results,
while in Table I the parameters used are presented. In
summary, DY parameters show that these processes are
less sensitive to parton recombination than the DIS ones.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have presented a study of nuclear
effects in the R@(xz ) ratio for small values of xz in the
framework of the parton recombination model and fac-
torized QCD calculation. One of our main scopes here
was to use the DY processes to distinguish initial state
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from final-state nuclear effects in hadron processes. Our
results show that parton recombination effects can be
detected in DY processes, but their magnitude is well
below the deep inelastic scattering level. Both DY and
DIS processes admit a unified description at small x re-
gion in the model of parton recombination for the sea, for
different targets. We are not able to raise conclusions
concerning the very small x, the saturation region on the
basis of available data. As was already pointed out,
high-order twist effects can play an important role [30].

¹te added. After the completion of this work we re-
ceived the preprint MKPH-T-93-04, IU/NTC 92-20,
"Nuclear Shadowing in Parton Recombination Model"
by S. Kumano, where parton recombination effects in
DIS structure functions are investigated.
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